- Toe piece
On the PLUM Race 99, there are two positions: locked position and unlocked
position.
Please note that the locked and unlocked positions (as shown in the
illustrations below) are required by the ISMF rules.
Locked Position

Unlocked Position

Thank you for choosing PLUM bindings.
Maintenance

Skier Instructions
Downhill skiing, ski touring, ski mountaineering and other winter sports are
Veuillez lire attentivement et
hazardous activities, which involve risks of injuries. Skiing on the slopes of a
complètement
ski resort or off-piste
include inevitablecette
dangersnotice.
for every skier. Your binding
was designed to release both sideways and forward and in case you fall.
However, the pressure which is necessary to release cannot be adjusted. As a
consequence, it does not meet the current DIN/ISO safety norms.
The PLUM RACE bindings are designed especially for expert skiers who have
accepted the above mentionned concept.
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You must wipe your ski bindings clean (salt, dirt, dust…etc)
You must rinse them with water and then you must wipe them dry
immediately before your store them. The fastening of the toe piece and
the heel adjustment screws (5) must be checked before the next use.
If necessary, spread silicon lubricant or PTFE on the bindings. We highly
recommend the PLUM lubricant which was specifically made to resist
against the repetitive friction of the metallic pieces and extremely cold
temperatures. Your bindings must be stored in a dry and ventilated
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place.

PLUM shall not be liable or responsible for incidental or consequential
damages. A number of countries or states do not agree on warranty
restriction or responsibility, hence some of the aforementioned restrictions
may not apply in some cases.
For any inquiries, please bring the product and proof of purchase to the
closest specialized dealer.
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Mounting and Setting

- Heelpiece
A 4mm gap must be respected between the boot insert and the heelpiece
housing. This 4mm gap is set with the spacer provided with the bindings.
On the PLUM RACE 99, there are two mounting positions (depending on the
skier’s weight) corresponding of two release sideways values: Low (DIN 6)
and High (DIN8).
Mounting positions:

DIN 6

Guide bindings carry a LIMITED WARRANTY free of any material and
manufacture defects for a period of two years from the date of purchase
with a valid proof of purchase. The binding is the only part that we
warranty, skis, boots, mounting or others are excluded.
This warranty does not extend to damage caused by improper mounting,
misuse, abuse or neglect (e.g. unprotected transportation/storage, not
following the user manual). Regular wear, an accident, a product
modification or for any aspect/colour modification are also not covered by a
limited warranty.

This user manual must be given
to the final customer
EN

Limited warranty

DIN 8

The performance of your ski/boot/binding system requires proper
mounting. We highly recommended having the bindings mounted by a
specialized dealer equipped with a drilling template.
A specialized Dealer will follow the ski and binding manufacturer’s
instructions in order to obtain the optimum level of release/retention in
the ski/boot/binding system.
The release setting must be done according your own experience and your
personal specificities (height, weight, Skier Classification, age, sole length)
The setting done by a specialized dealer IS ONLY ACCURATE WHEN DONE
WITH THE EXACT SAME BOOT AS THE ONE USED FOR ADJUSMTENT and
usage cannot be directly transferred to a different boot. If the boots are
replaced, the release setting should be recalibrated.
The fastening of the heel adjustment screws (5) must be checked before
the first use, and then routinely during the ski season. Please, always take
the Torx screw driver with you during a ski session.
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Important :
Bindings must always be aligned. It means that the boot heel insert (15)
must touch the two heel pins (13) at the same time when you put your ski
shoes on. Risk: broken toe pins (1), modification of the release value and
creating of a little play in the heel pins.
We couldn’t be responsible of a bad mounting by a shop or directly by the
5
end customers.
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